
Arrr, ye landlubbers! I have sailed the seven seas and 
overcome countless dangers, my old bones have a thousand 
stories to tell...

Come here! Stay awhile and listen! I will tell you about one of 
my great adventures. Make no mistake, they are not just 
anecdotes of an old shabby pirate... Listen carefully and you 
might find a great treasure buried in the sand!

The northern wind was blowing, when...

Objective
The Pirate’s Map is a semi-cooperative card game for 2 to 6 players (over 8 years old). The 
average duration of the game is 20 minutes.

All the players are part of the same crew and, round after round, they will cooperate to 
assemble the map from the Captain’s story and find the hidden treasure. The player with the 
most valuable loot at the end of the game will be the winner and their adventures will become 
a legend.

Components

Set up
Shuffle the story cards to form a deck and place it on the table.

Place the hourglass, map cards and red cross on the table within everyone’s reach.

Deal 1 random loot card to each player. Everyone looks at theirs and then keeps it secret until 
the end of the game. Return the remaining loot cards to the box, without looking at them.

The player who lives closest to the sea will be the first one to act as Captain.
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The Game
1 - The Captain’s Tale
The Captain takes the story deck and draws 7 cards from it. Deal the map cards face down 
evenly among the rest of the players (when playing with 6 players, it doesn’t matter if 
someone has one card less).

The Captain narrates the adventure that led them to an island where they hid a valuable 
treasure. In their story, they must include the elements that appear on each of the 7 cards in 
their hand, without showing them. The last card used in their story indicates where the 
treasure is hidden.

Example:

The Captain draws 7 cards to elaborate their story and decides to arrange them in 
this way: ship, mermaid, bottle, another mermaid, flag, barrel and, at the end, palm 
tree. Since they’ve chosen the palm tree as the last element of their story, they must 
indicate that this is the place where the treasure is hidden.

You may embellish your story as much as you want. Take the time you 
need to narrate your adventure with some exquisite details.

You don’t have to limit yourself to the elements that appear on the 
cards! As long as you name all of them, you can add to the story as 
many things as you consider interesting: places, characters, events... 
the only limit is your imagination!

2 - The Treasure Map
Once they’ve finished their story, the Captain flips the hourglass and the rest of the players 
try to assemble the map together before the time runs out. For this, they have to use 4 map 
cards, connected to each other forming an island, and place the red cross where they recall 
the treasure was hidden.

Once the time is up, the Captain reveals the 7 story cards they have used and you check if 
the map is correct, i.e.:

• It has each and every one of the elements that the Captain named, in its exact 
amount.

• The location of the treasure is marked with the red cross in the right place, 
according to the last element named in the Captain's story.

Example: Players place the 
cross on the palm tree, because 
that was the last element 
named by the Captain.
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If the map is correct, the players divide up the loot. 

 

If the map is not correct or the time is up before the players manage to complete it, there is 
no loot for them this round (not even for the Captain).

Incorrect! In this example, the map is 
wrong because:

• There is 1 mermaid instead of 2.

• There are no barrels.

• The cross is not on the palm tree.

• There are 2 boats instead of 1.

3 - Dividing up the Loot
At the bottom of the story cards used in the tale, there are different combinations of coins, 
pearls and jewels. These give the players points according to the values indicated on their 
loot cards.

Example:

Beginning with the player to the left of the Captain and in clockwise 
order, each player chooses one of the cards used in the story and 
keeps it secret until the end of the game. The Captain is the last 
one to choose a card. 

Then, they shuffle the remaining story cards into the deck and pass 
it on to the player on their left. Shuffle and deal the map cards 
again.

The ship has a new Captain and it's time for their story!

Correct! In this example, all 
the elements from the 
Captain's story appear in the 
exact amount, and the cross 
marks the treasure’s location.

Take into account 
your secret loot card 
when choosing your 
share!

2+3+3= 8 pointsPlayer’s loot card 1+1= 2 points



Game End
The game ends when all players have been Captain:

• 1 time in a 4, 5 or 6-player game,

• 2 times in a 3-player game,

• 2 times in a 2-player game (see variant "Duel").

Each player’s final score is calculated by following these three steps:

• Collected loot: Reveal your loot cards and calculate the total value of your treasure 
according to the points they are showing. 

Example:

   

• Gift of the Gab Being a good storyteller has its reward. Vote, all at once and pointing 
with your finger, for the Captain you consider the best at telling their story. The most voted 
player is rewarded with 4 points. In case of a tie, no one is rewarded. 

• The Curse of Greed: Count the skulls in the upper right corner of your cards.

The pirate with the highest number of skulls will fall prey to the Curse of Greed, and 
their final score will be ZERO. If several pirates have the same number of skulls, they 
all dodge the curse. 

The player with the highest final score wins the game. Congratulations!

If there is a tie, all winners share the victory as good fellow adventurers.
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Variants
Dramatic mode
Try this variant to enjoy a more theatrical experience. During the game setup, deal a face 
down acting card to each player, who will keep it secret until it’s their turn to act as Captain 
(return the remaining acting cards to the box, without looking at them). When it’s time to 
narrate your story, reveal your acting card to the other players.

Each of these acting cards adds a challenge to the Captain’s narration.

There are 7 different challenges:

Globetrotter: You've travelled far and wide, and sailed with people from 
distant lands. It's not strange at all that you've picked up their accent. Speak 
with an exotic accent of your choice while you tell your story.

Toothless: In all these years of being a pirate, 
you’ve got many treasures but you’ve lost many 
teeth. When you perform your story, pretend you 
have no teeth.

Knife in your mouth: Pretend you hold a machete with your teeth while you 
speak to your crew. You can use a pencil or any object that doesn’t cut and 
isn’t dangerous. Don’t hurt yourself!

Cover your nose: You have a great sense of smell, 
which can be very useful sometimes, but pirates 
usually smell very bad and being seated at the table 
with several of them is a torture. You will have to tell 
your story while covering your nose.

Voiceless: An evil pirate cut off your tongue many years ago, and since then 
you can’t say a single word. Luckily, you can still make gestures and sounds 
to be understood and explain the way to the treasure.

Nervous: Your last adventure was exciting, but it has 
left you in shock! You are still nervous, trembling all 
over, and you can’t help stuttering nor stop your teeth 
from chattering. Even so, surely you will be able to 
tell the rest where to find the treasure, even if it takes 
a bit longer.

Parrot: Tell the story as if you were the Captain's parrot! Imitate your faithful 
companion while you explain where the treasure is hidden.
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School for Cabin Boys (variant for children)

Instead of dealing a random loot card to each player, you play with a single loot card for 
everyone and it is kept on the table during the game, face up so everyone can see it.

In this variant, the Captain draws only 6 story cards and places them face up, in plain sight, 
as they name the elements of their story.

The students from the School for Cabin Boys are safe from the Curse of Greed, so that step 
won’t be taken into account when calculating points.

Optionally, you can increase the time available to form the map, flipping the hourglass again 
when it runs out for the first time. The Captain can be the one to do that!

Duel (variant for 2 players)

When playing with 2 players, you alternate each round: one is the Captain and the other 
assembles the map.

Deal all map cards to the player who has to assemble it.

If the map is correct, the players divide up the loot: they take 1 story card each, in order, until 
both have taken 3. Return the remaining card to the story deck before the next round.

Ignore the Curse of Greed and the Gift of the Gab in the final score.
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